Bouncy Houses, all kind of bouncy houses, bouncy castles, inflatable slides and bouncers with obstacles
Interactive Inflatable Games, like the sumo suits, the hamster ball and the gladiators.
Cool Games, including our lasser tag game and the aqua ball Lasser Tag, Aqua ball.
Promotions Bouncy Houses for our different bouncing houses for the Montreal, South and North shore

Bouncy House Volcano
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Dimension:
7mL x 6mW x 5.5mH
22"L x 20"W x 18"H
Suggested capacity: 16 kids
Recommended Age: 6 to 12 years
Activities: Bouncing area, slide and obstacles
Requirements: 2 power outlet (2 circuits), minimum entrance width 1.6m/5.2", 2
supervisor for the kids, help of 2 persons for instalation or hire operator
Price: $349 (Delivery Included)*

The volcano island is an inflatable game designed for children 6 to 12 years. In the Volcano
island children will be able to run, climb, hide, jump and play with punching bags. At the
center of this game is a large inflatable space where children can jump. Children can also
climb the two volcanoes on the island and then slide down on the sides of volcanoes. But
one of the coolest features of this game is probably the secret cave that your kids will have
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to discover and where they can hide and reach the island by the secret path. For sure:
they'll love it! In addition, children can also play the obstacle course and see which of them
will be the first to cross the punching bags, climbing the two volcanoes, jumping and sliding
to reach the other end of the island. Your children will really enjoy this game.
If you are looking to complete the party we recommend Phil the Shark or The Black
Pearl.
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